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HASHIMOTO WINS NOBEL PRIZE

...DEAN-DEAN SOLVES ALL WORLD'S PROBLEMS

INSIDE: DRAHCIR KCERP'S HOROSCOPE
By Florence Tincanic  
National Alledger Exclusive

In a shocking and bizarre turn of events, officials announced this week that recently ousted Russian President Boris Yeltsin will be the new BCLS dean and outgoing Dean Dan "Commie" Coquillette will become the new leader of Russia!

"I never really thought of myself as much of a 'hard-liner,'" he said. "I always considered myself something of a reformer. But when the Russian Parliament called, how could I say 'No'?"

"As the new Russian president, my first goal is to recapture all the former Soviet republics and reestablish Communism in Eastern Europe," said Coquillette, who once served as a legislative aide to Sen. Joseph McCarthy. "Then I want to hire a bunch of strung-out heroin junkies and put them in charge of the 'button.'

Yeltsin also said he looks forward to his new role as the Dean of Disneyland.

"My experience as a Russian potato farmer will be very helpful in running Boston College Law School," the rotund Ruskie said. "I plan to drink large quantities of cheap American vodka every day."

Ex-U.S. President Bill Clinton said, "Dan who? Never heard of the guy."

ONE-LS DISCOVER CRAZY NEW DIET-ALL ALCOHOL!!

By Dairy Slowcow  
National Alledger Exclusive

Ever wonder what keeps those wacky 1Ls so fit and trim as they tumble down staircases and pass out in the bathrooms? It's a crazy new diet that includes nothing but alcohol!

More than half the first year class has taken to this new weight-loss, mind-melt craze, losing over two tons of flab and killing an estimated 8.2 million brain cells!

"It's a great way to get through Con Law," slurred drunken IL Arnie Schmreck. "I can't even remember my own name! Plus, I've lost 15 pounds!"

Crack members of the Newton and Brookline Municipal Police Departments report rounding up large numbers of the fabled first-year as they stagger out of local watering holes and drinking establishments.

"We can usually squeeze about 20 or 30 of 'em in a single paddy wagon," said Newton Police Officer Richard Brain. "They are pretty skinny, after all. We usually need about five or six paddy wagons during the week and eight or nine on the weekends to round 'em all up. We keep 'em over night in the 'puke tank,' then turn 'em loose in the morning. But most of 'em just end up back here the next night."

Law School Dean Dan "Don't Touch That Dial" Coquillette said he opposed the 1Ls vomiting in the Snack Bar, but he admired their remarkable weight loss!

"That all-alcohol diet really seems to do the trick," Coquillette said. "I think I might give it a whirl. I could afford to lose a pound or two."

"I really admire their stick-to-iness," said 3L Susie Chapstick. "Most diets are hard to stick with. These amazing 1Ls are displaying the brand of tenacity they'll need to survive two more grueling years here at BCLS."
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SMH will be on campus
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with the 1993 Multistate and Massachusetts Bar Review Books

Stop by the table and pick up your materials.

($350 minimum deposit required; amount applies to course fee)
The Great One turned his mighty intellect was onto something! A cure for cancer. the world's problems! problems—AIDS! and applied it to good use—by solving all Harvard Medical School.

Just last week, Hashimoto discovered a cure for cancer.

"I was mixing up a few reagents in my kitchen," Hashi said, "when I realized I was onto something!"

After discovering the cure for cancer, The Great One turned his mighty intellect toward one of the world's most troubling problems—AIDS!

"I added a little Polaner All-Fruit—please, don't call it jelly—to my cancer cure, and Bingo! A cure for AIDS," Hashi said.

The discoveries had the pleasant side effect of putting the R&D departments of most U.S. drug companies completely out of business, saving the drug-consuming public billions!

"We've got 'em on the ropes now," said President Hillary Clinton. "Soon I'll have those drug companies wishing they had never been born!"

Later that day, Hashimoto discovered that was nice to see all my worshipers there, Dean-Dean said.

"I'm so proud of him," said Dean-Dean's mom-mom, Mrs. Hashimoto. "Now maybe he'll have time to clean his room."

The arrest marked the final chapter in what has since been discovered to be a wrenching saga of scandal, delusion, and environmental irresponsibility on the part of the once-esteemed professor.

The marijuana was discovered inside of an alligator-skin pouch which the supposedly environmentally-conscious Plater surreptitiously kept in his mink-lined shoulder bag. Logan International Airport security agent Johnston Mathers said that he was surprised to find so much marijuana on Plater's person.

Initially, I was just checking him out because he wasn't wearing any shoes and also because it's airport policy to investigate all people named Zygmunt," Mathers said. "I didn't expect to find anything."

"Well, I've had my doubts about him for some time," said Professor Coquillette, who asked not to be identified, revealed that signs of danger have been evident in Plater for some time.

"Signs of danger have been evident in Plater for some time," he said.
YOU DON'T NEED TO LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE...

WESTLAW USES PLAIN ENGLISH.

CONTACT YOUR WEST ACADEMIC REPRESENTATIVE OR STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE FOR WIN TRAINING.
LAW REVIEW BUSTED
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
LANDS ENTIRE CAST BEHIND BARS

JUDGE OUTLAW SETS BAIL AT $200 MILLION

LAW LIBRARIAN TANGLES WITH LAWSQUATCH!!

LAZY PROFS EXPLODE!!!—STUDENTS RUN FOR COVER
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Fans and performers of the Law Revue show were more surprised than a "Crying Game" audience Friday night when more than 50 cops, dressed in full riot gear, stormed Robsham theater—arresting over 200 law students! The cops—actually federal copyright agents—stopped the show in the middle of a show-stopping performance by 3L Ken Samuel. The pigs slapped the cuffs with violating copyright law by stealing the show's musical numbers. The federal copyright code.

The group's alleged ringleader, Ken "Lionel Barrymore" Samuel, faces the most time up the river. With more than a dozen federal charges pending, Samuel is looking at 40 years in the hole.

"This never happened to Mike Klein!" shouted Samuel, as federal bailiffs were forced to wrestle him to the ground and cram a stick into his mouth when he refused to enter a plea.

The ACLU would throw its full support behind the defendants.

Professor Buzzy "Buzzed" Baron said the ACLU would throw its full support behind the defendants.

"This is the sorriest bunch of saps I've ever seen," Baron said as the students were led, chained together, from the courtroom to waiting police vans. "Look at their faces—bawling and drooling all over them.

"These punks are law students," a federal spokesperson said. "They know damn well what they were doing."

The Buckwheat-haired library aide accused the campus of huge, half-man, half-sperm to dwell in upper floors and dark corners of the law library.

"It was Lawsquatch, awright," said a visibly shaken Chiorazzi, still jumpy several days after the encounter. "He was neat 'bout 8 feet tall, with hair everywhere. Breath smelled worse 'en a pole vault.

Scientists from the breast implant division of Dow Coming determined the lies and cover-ups. Lawsquatch is real, and only the National Alledger's got him! Look to the National Alledger each week for exclusive interviews with, and political commentary by Lawsquatch, the National Alledger's newest celebrity columnist!

Although according to legend, a tribe of huge, half-man, half-sperm creatures, known as Lawsquatch for their bizarre courtroom antics, migrated to Newton from the suburbs of Portland, Maine, where they harassed townspeople by shouting legal epithets at all hours of the night and reading volumes of the weighty Centennial Digest onto their cars from overpasses.

Don't be fooled by the administration's lies and cover-ups. Lawsquatch is real, and only the National Alledger’s got him! Look to the National Alledger each week for exclusive interviews with, and political commentary by Lawsquatch, the National Alledger’s newest celebrity columnist!

Experts estimate up to half the professors may now explode at any time!

National Alledger: Lawsquatch, why are you here?

Lawsquatch: We came to BCLS looking for a quiet, deserted place to live, and we felt the library would give us the security we desire.

Lawsquatch: Oh, yes. Well, only if you consider eating them to be dangerous.


If you plan to take the New York bar exam, there is no other course that compares!

1. **Focus on NEW YORK exclusively:**
   Pieper is the bar review course geared exclusively to passing the New York bar examination.

2. **Personal Touch:**
   The Pieper student has the opportunity to ask questions, to privately discuss potential stumbling blocks, to get extra assistance in all areas if needed.

3. **Individual Commitment:**
   John Pieper, founder of the program and an expert on the New York and Multistate bar exams, personally conducts every hour of each and every lecture.

4. **Current exam insights:**
   John Pieper has taken and passed more than 28 bar exams. In the classroom, he is able to give you the most current information. You are kept abreast of all the tricks and trends Mr. Pieper has witnessed through his many bar examinations.

5. **Clarity of Approach:**
   No worry of having someone lecture on Property and be great, and someone else on Contracts who is lousy. John Pieper is your only lecturer. His approach is clear and concise. He is the coach you need to prepare you for the New York bar exam.

6. **One Price/Great Value:**
   You pay no hidden extras. Once your tuition is paid, you will never be asked for any other fees. The Multistate Workshop, the MPRE lecture and Essay-Writing Workshops, as well as all of the books and materials for the course, are included in the course price.

If you have any questions, contact your Pieper representative or call the Pieper office at (1800)635-6569.
BAR REVIEW

Upcoming Events at B.C. Law

WED., APRIL 7 -- BOOK DISTRIBUTION AND EARLY ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DEADLINES

Many jurisdictions still have discounts in effect. Lock in your best tuition NOW!

NY C.P.L.R. Mini-Review at Boston College
Saturday, April 17 - Room 103 10am-3pm

If you are NY bound, this lecture is a MUST! Students who are not yet paid in full will be required to put down an additional $75 deposit on their account.

COURSE START DATES
At BC --- NY course - May 27, 9:30am - Rm 411
             MA course - June 2, 9:30am and 6pm - Rm. 103
California- at Harvard Law School, June 1, 10am - Pound 100
For other NY and FL, MD, DC, NH, ME, RI, CT, NJ, IL, PA contact Boston Office.

ATTENTION 1L'S & 2L'S

Through the month of April, enroll in BAR/BRI WITH NO MONEY DOWN. We will bill you $75 in July. See a BAR/BRI rep for details!